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and ‘Jamie and the Magic Torch’ for Cosgrove Hall
Films.
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well as countless TV commercials and brand films
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TRADITIONAL STORYTELLING DEAD IN THE WATER
Children’s author Jo Kemp believes not. When she wrote the original scripts for
Chorlton and the Wheelies and Jamie and the Magic Torch in the late 70’s she
adopted a gentle, narrative style with little regard for political correctness and both
series attracted a cult following. She continued in this style when she wrote Boodle
Books published by Thurman who were responsible for Mr Men.
Fast and furious programmes then took the market and the more traditional approach
to storytelling took a back seat other than timeless classics and well-marketed
formulaic concepts but there was a need for something different.
Boodle Books had a temporary reprise when they were re-launched as Hoo Ha House
but the time and circumstances still weren’t right. Together with the Writers’ Guild, Jo
reclaimed the rights along with some 23,000 residual books which she distributed at
her own cost free of charge to local schools, hospitals and Barnados.
At her son Luke’s insistence, due to his belief in the stories he’d grown up with, he
convinced Jo not to leave it there and that the best vehicle to get the stories out would
be via Social Media.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR/NARRATOR

Jo Kemp is a British author who
primarily writes children’s fiction.

Known for writing the first series
of ‘ Chorlton and the Wheelies ’
& ‘ JAMIE AND THE MAGIC TORCH ’
& Producing ‘ THE RAGGY DOLLS ’

THE BOODLEBOBS first published
in 1980 have been re-released
following a digital makeover.
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RAJ THE RAMBLING RADIATOR
Boodlebobs [EP-01] - www.boodlebobs.com/raj
By Jo Kemp
This is a story all about Raj. And yes, he’s a radiator.
It didn’t matter how hot it was, it could never be too hot for Raj - so it
was just as well he was a radiator.
“Bring me damp towels!” he called from across the hall, “Bring me
wet washing and socks!”
Anything that was cold.. or damp… or just plain soaking wet.. loved
Raj. And there was always room for one more on top.
Timmy – his friend - had been hanging out on the line and had got
frozen. “I think..…… I think…I’m getting AH…AH… ATISHOO…
…..A cold.” He sneezed.
“Come and sit on my head while I find you some honey for your
cold,” said Raj kindly. And with Timmy on his head, they went into
the garden.
“I need some honey,” he called. And Big Fat
Bee came and landed beside him.
“Follow me,” said Big Fat Bee and
led Raj towards the rhododendron
bush.
(ROW-DOW-DEN-DRUN is how you say it.)
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“Wait here,” he buzzed,
“I’ll be back as soon as I can.”
Raj had just settled down to wait when
two long pink sticks came and planted
themselves in front of him?
“I’ve been imprisoned!” he panicked, “I am a prisoner!”
and shook the sticks as hard as he could.
“No you haven’t,” said a large pink head which dropped into view,
“You’re just shaking a leg. Well, two actually – mine.”
The legs stepped back and Pink Fedora came into view. “Have you
seen my egg?” she asked.
Raj didn’t quite know what to say. “Your egg?“ he said sounding
puzzled, “No… I’m sorry I have not”.
“Oh,That’s a shame,” said Pink Fedora sadly, “It rolled away and if it
gets cold….
“COLD!!” said Raj horrified, “No, no! We cannot have that. Come,
we must go quickly and find it.”
Just at that moment, Big Fat Bee came back and wanted to know
what all the fuss was about. “It’s a large blue egg,” explained
Fedora, “But please hurry because…”
“IT CANNOT GO COLD!!” finished Raj.
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“I’ll get the squad together.” said Big Fat Bee summoning his friends
who were soon zig-zagging over the garden. It didn’t take them long
to find the missing egg.
But there was a problem. Sitting next to the egg was Ratty and the
only thing on his mind was BREAKFAST and a lovely big blue egg
would do nicely!!
Oh no you don’t!” shouted Raj. And - with a bit of quick thinking - he
grabbed Timmy, twirled him around and…around..
FLICK!!
“Ouch!” squealed Rat.
“Ouch!” squealed Timmy.
“That really hurt!” they both squealed together.
But it did the trick. Ratty forgot all about BREAKFAST and decided
the best thing he could do was to run for it!
Tenderly, Pink Fedora nuzzled her egg, “It’s still warm,” she sighed
with relief.
“But it needs to be warmer,” added Raj, “Timmy, can you help me?”
Timmy was only too happy to help. He wrapped himself gently
around the egg as Raj sat them both on his warm flat head.
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And then they waited. And they waited until a small crack appeared
and out popped a baby pink flamingo.
“MAMA!” she exclaimed in a surprisingly deep voice and wrapped
her tiny wings around Raj.
“DAD!” she chuckled as looked up and embraced the long pink legs
of her mummy.
“Ohhhh!! Tea towel!” she added and laughed as she put Timmy in
her beak.
And that was it really. Wherever Raj went he was followed by a baby
pink flamingo called Flora holding Timmy in her beak. And wherever
Flora went, pink Fedora went too.
I think we are a very happy family,” smiled Raj contentedly.
And radiated.
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Raj: Front & Side
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This edition of this free ebook was
brought to you by -

https://www.freekidsbooks.org

Preschool, early grades, picture books, learning to read,
early chapter books, middle grade, young adult

Always Free – Always will be!
Copyright – Legal Notice
This book has a standard copyright. The permission to publish this
FKB version has been provided by the author or publisher to
https://www.FreeKidsBooks.org. The book may not be re-posted
online without the author's express permission.

